"Some people are surprised that the sun looks larger at the horizon even though its observed diameter is actually smaller when viewed with an astronomical instrument.
the greater the perceptual faculty conceives the distance of the object to be, the greater it judges the size of the object. But, when the sun lies near the horizon, the perceptual faculty judges its distance to be greater than in a more elevated part of the sky, because of the many intervening objects. Therefore the perceptual faculty judges the sun's size, also, to be larger near the horizon than in other positions, where no intervening objects are seen and where therefore its great distance cannot be appreciated. Sometimes, however, owing to the arching (convexas) clouds interposed between us and the sun, the sun looks much bigger than usual, even when observed with an instrument. This happens even when the sun is high, but more often when it is low because of the greater frequency^ of clouds. These remarks about the sun apply in the same way to the other celestial bodies." J Gregory, 1668
Geometriae Pars Universalis Padua pp 141-142 James Gregory, member of a family that has held fourteen British chairsC3), celebrated for his reflecting telescope and for his contributions to the calculus and considered in his day second only t o Newton, died at the age of thirty-seven in 1675.
By frequentium Gregory most probably refers to number of clouds within a given visual angle. Alternatively, he is possibly referring to a supposed diurnal variation in the frequency or kind of clouds; but, insofar as there is any general rule at all, it would seem contrary to his hypothesis: cumulus clouds are most common in the afternoon in most areas (Humphreys W J, 1940 Physics of the Air New York: McGraw-Hill). One possibility is that this passage refers not to a perceptual effect but to the apparent elongations of the diameter of the sun sometimes produced physically by layers of atmospheric discontinuity (v Scheiner C, 1617 p 58; O'Connell D J K, 1958 p 23, p 101 ff); this last interpretation is suggested by the phrase "etiam instrument0 observatus". ^ Grainger Stewart A, 1901 The Academic Gregories (Edinburgh: Oliphant, Anderson and Ferrier). The family is descended from the Macgregors of Roro and the nativist reader will be interested to note that it includes the Editor of this journal.
